Bridges the gap between Information technology & real-world elements
About Us

Headquartered in Rajkot, Gujarat, INDIA, founded in 2011, NKonnect is establishing itself as pioneer in several industry solutions including fleet and asset tracking, mobile & cloud, embedded mobile & internet of things.

NKonnect is research based Innovative, next generation technology product developing company.

We are always open to execute ideas that bring positive change to human lives & environment. Our solutions are innovative, affordable & reliable.

From cloud to consumer electronics, we are working in computer, mobile, embedded & cloud based solution development.

NKonnect.com is the core platform of Internet of Things (IoT), is the result of vigorous research and development efforts by Indian researchers.

We are the fastest growing company, working in

- Mobile & cloud
- Embedded mobile
- Internet of things
- Human machine interface
- Innovative ICT Solutions
- Information Communication & Technology

Vision Statement:
Everyone directly or indirectly connected with us.

Mission Statement:
To deliver best quality innovative customized ICT solution, swiftly.
We believe
Most profound technologies are those that disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from it” — Mark Weiser, 1991

We are working in mentioned areas

Mobile & cloud
Now a day usage of mobile devices is not just a privilege of executives any more, employees across organization levels today are equipped with smart devices that fit into their pockets and have become an integral part of their lifestyle, encompassing both, their personal and professional lives.

We have proven expertise in this field of mobile based software development, example as mobile based order placement system, mobile device management, and mobile based field force reporting system.

For more in detail, kindly visit www.nkonnect.com/mnc

Internet of things
Platform that helps you connect everyday things, called "internet of things". Monitoring & controlling from pc, tablet & Smartphone.

Businesses and consumers will be able to connect any object, start instant its management from anywhere.

We deliver cloud based most flexible, programmable, changeable, & affordable smart element solution.

Everyday things now become intelligent enough, to make your life more comfortable, & safe.

Every day you will find smart sensors, that recognize you and makes your life more as you want it to be.

For more in detail, kindly visit www.nkonnect.com/iot & www.nkonnect.com
**Embedded mobile**
Embedded mobile, making handset more intelligent by adding sensors, relays & switches

Embedded board connects with handset, via USB-cable or Bluetooth medium, and communicate with cloud, LAN or WAN.

It is emerging field; low-cost environment sensing unit, health-care unit, from anywhere, anytime, user can communicate with cloud.

For more in detail, kindly visit www.nkonnect.com/em

**Human machine interface**
Technology that describes, how human interact with digital world, number of innovative research is going on in this field. Example as gesture recognition, mind-machine interface, augmented reality etc...

For more in detail, kindly visit www.nkonnect.com/hmi

**Innovative ICT Solutions**
We are actively working in ICT solutions, deliver accurate result in given time frame, we deliver innovate solutions from telecom to SMB sectors.

**Some of the solutions are**
- Complete telecom distributor management system
- Agriculture automation
- Vehicle tracking system
- Computer based PBX, IVR, Dialer, & Voice box system
- Cloud based access control system
- Mobile based order placement system
- E-governance SMS based house, water tax alert system

For more in detail, kindly visit www.nkonnect.com/ict
We deliver three kinds of solutions.

- Platform as a Service (PaaS)
- Software as a Service (SaaS)
- Software as a Product (SaaS)

There is a wide range of applications. Identify your need and **Power the solution with NKonnect!**

Solutions applicable to several verticals including fleet management, asset tracking, energy meter reading, FMCG mobile order placement, healthcare, public safety, M2M, retail etc...

**Benefits of the system**

- Direct access to expert system
- Stay productive while mobile
- Increase customer satisfaction and responsiveness
- Improve competitiveness
- Reduce information latency and travel costs
- Streamline business processes and workflows
Client List

- Airtel, idea, Vodafone, uninor, Videocon, bsnl, aircel, uninor, docomo, Reliance GSM and CDMA service provider dealers and retailers, from all over India
- Rajkot municipal corporation, for e-governance project and call-centre Solution, rajkot
- Kataria enterprise (balaji wafer), rajkot
- Gopal namkin, rajkot
- Indian oil corporation, Rajkot
- Reliance industries, Jamnagar
- The Co-Operative bank of Rajkot, Rajkot
  - Dr.Arvid Lifescience, Ahmadabad
  - Patson Pharmaceuticals, Baroda
  - Reliance Formulation, Ahmadabad
  - Ayurlab Herbal, Baroda
  - Atopic Laboratories, Ahmadabad
  - Globela Inc, Baroda
  - Roselabs Bioscience, Ahmadabad
  - Theo Pharma, Ahmadabad
  - Mercury Laboratories, Baroda
  - Maan Pharmaceuticals, Ahmadabad
  - Unison Pharmaceuticals, Ahmadabad
  - Orion Biotech, Ahmadabad

And many more

Contact Us
NKonnect Infoway
‘VINOD’, 4/6 Kishanpara, Nr. Kishanpara circle, Gaurav Path,
Rajkot-360001, Gujarat INDIA
+91 97141 25000, +91 98240 84414,
www.nkonnect.com, info@nkonnect.com